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Abstract
Kindergartners bring a lot of energy to a school. In order to help kindergartners
adjust into the schooling process, teachers discover the best way to motivate the
students. The putpose of the research was to examine methods of instruction in an
art teacher's classroorlr, specifically art centers and large group instructiou, fiont

kindergarten students' perspectives. Using qualitative research methods such as

interviews and direct observations, an art teacher compared two instructional
methods-art centers and whole group instruction in a kindergarten art room. After
qualitatirze data analysis, embedded in grounded theory four thernes euter-eed: the

classroom, misbehaviors in the art center, behaviors during large group instructiou
and the art of happiness. The results of the study indicated that students

misbehaved nrore ofien during art centers yet retained a preference for art cetrters.

During whole group rrrstruction misbehaviors decreased and positive behaviors
increased. Recorlmendations included: afi teachers use a variety of teaching
strategies to eltgage students, including both art centers and large grollp

instruction; teachers should provide time in the classroom for the students to voice
their opinions about how they like to learn; and use that information to -euide
teaclrer instructiou.
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1

of lnstruction:

Perspectives of Kindergartners

lntroduction
The research begins witir a story of a bright-eyed and bushy-tailed teacher,

who hadpassedthe state's rnandated tests to be certified to teach artto
kindergarten through twelfth grade students. This teacher had never taught

a

classroom by herself and had little experience with kindergarten students. She
accepted

a

job at a low-ir-rconre, higli-needs urban elementary school teaching

kindergarten through sixth grade art to 500 students. The start of the year was

filled with nervous and excrted emotions lrut soon it became clear that the
classroom with the smallest students made the largest impact on this new teacher.
Perl-raps due

to inexperience and naivety, this first year teacher also

thought it would be a grand idea to courplete her master's thesis in education.
When she had beconre certif red to teach she liad tlrree courses rernaining to
complete her masters, iucrease lier pay and move her career in education forward.
Easier said than done. shc discovered. On top of learning the daily grind of a first
year teacher's life, this teacher was reading and researching about education after

school and on the weekeucls. It was non-stop work. During this time of teaching
and researclrin-e, urany topics needcd to be identifled and thoroughly examined. It

was those small students. the kindergarten students who presented the largest
obstacles in the art roonr. Leanrirr*

,;*

to teach kindergarteners art and manage

behavior-s hacl bcconie a daily stn-rgglc. It made serlse to focus on the hardest part

of her day and -qrind tlrrori-qh her research pro.ject. Over the course of the school
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year as a teacher and researcher, she found out a lot about her students but even
more about herself as a teacher. This research is about me, Chelsea, as a first year
teacher who was trying to figure

it all out. The main pulpose of this research was

to examine the methods of instruction in an art teacher's classroom, specifically
art centers and large group instruction, from a kindergarlen studeuts' perspective.
There were many questions before I began Iny research. How are the
kindergarten students engaging in each method of instruction? What is happening

during the instructional tirne and the work tirne? Are there titnes where positive
and negative belraviors occur lnore frequently? Are the art centers and large group

instruction ef]-ectively guiding the students in their leaming? How can these
nrethods of instruction be polished so that 90-100% of students are engaged in
class elzery day? Tlre study is to pronrote art education in the best format for the
studetrts. Teachers in all specialist areas, such as art, physical education, scieuce,
and rtrusic,

will find value from this study by examining the information. From

the exartrinatiori they might discover a method that best fits their classrootr and

instructional needs specifically for kindergarten students. This may also benefit
students' leaming, creating and apprecating art at an early age.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of the research was to examine specific metltods of

instruction in an art teacher's classroonr, specifically art centers and large grollp
instructior.r, fi'our l<indergarten students' perspectives. The specific research

qucstions are:
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Do kindergarteners have a preference of instruction between art
centers and large group instruction?

2. How are the kindergarten

students engaging

iti each rrrethod of

instruction?

3.

What is happening during the instructional time and the work time?

4. Are the afi centers and large group instruction effectively

guiding the

students in their learning?

5.

What are the feelings and perceptions of the kindergarteners while in
the art room?

6.

Which activities are preferred by the students and rvhy?

7.

How has their art experience prior to kindergarten impacted their view
on art now?

B. Are there situations

where positive and ne-eative behaviors occur more

frequently?

Importance of the Study
The importance of the study is how to establish an environrletrt for

leaming and creating art. This information will be of value to teachers in all
specialist areas, such as art, physical educatiou, scietrce, ancl tnusic. From the
examination they might discover a method that best f its their-classroom and

instructional needs, specifi cally for Kindergarteu studettts.

Definition of Terms
Art Teacher: A person who has

a L"rachelor''s or tttaster's degree

in art,

education or a combination of the two and has a teaclrer's licetrse iu education
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through the state and is able to teach in public or private schools as a contracted
ernployee.

Visiting Artist: Professioual artists who may or may not have

a degree

in

art and go into schools to teach art. They do not have a degree in education and do
not have a teacher's license and are unable to teach in public schools as a
contracted employee.
Large group instruction: When the teacher presents a lesson to the whole
class with little differentiation in either content or assessment for any student's

ability. The purpose is that all students are presented with a series of leaming
tasks and are allowed to practice their learning. The targeted students during large

group instruction are the average students in the classroom.
Teacher Modeling: A teacher provides the students with a clear model of

a

skill or coltcept. The teacher explains her thinking and shows step by step how to
perform the skill or concept and uses student exaplars as well.

Art centers: Various activities or lessons are set up throughout the class for
students to choose fi om. Teacher may teach a five to ten minute lesson prior to art
centers but students work independtiy through the centers. Students work at their

own pace, allowing for diff-erenatiou.
Take-a-break: Also known as a time-out, tal<e-a-break is used in

a

consistent, cahn, and nor"r-pr-rnitive way to help students develop self-control while
preserving the srlooth florv of- the classroonr. When a student is asked to take-abreak heishe would go to a chair that is sectioned away from the tnain part of the
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classroom but still close to the teacher. The student calms down his or her body
and is welcomed back to the group once his/her self-control has beeu regained.

Buddy Room: In a separate teacher's classrooffi,

I chair is designated

for

a

buddy room take-a-break. Students can be stimulated by their classmates when
they are in a take-a-break and need another place to regain self-control. Exarnples
to use this are when students refuse a take-a-break, continue the rlisbehavior in

a

take-a-break or rejoin the group but continue disruptive behavior.

Voice Levels: This is a way for teachers and students to rnonitor their
voices in appropriate scales. The voice levels are: 0- Silent, no talking, 1-Whisper
r,oice, 2-Partner voice, 3-Public speaking voice.
School Dependent: Students whose basics needs such as clotliing, food
and slielter, are not met at home but are met at school. These students depeud otr

school lbr daily meals, clothing, and shelter during the day.
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Literature Review
Art in schools varies in schools tl-rroughout the country. lt is up to the
school boards and individual principals whetlier or not to include art iu their
schools. Recently, a significant number of art teachers in Minnesota have been
hired to teach urban, low-incorne, and school-dependent students. Art teachers are

not alone in knowing that curriculum is not euough when providing for these
students. Soctal, emotional, and beliavioral needs rnust be addressed on a daily
basis in order for the students to be successful in school. These needs must be met

from the beginning of a child's fornral education, kindergarten.
The purpose of this literature review was to begin identifying thernes of

how art education impacts the newest school learlers. In the first section, there
was an examination of the student artists aud how art relates to their lives. The
second section was an examination of the role of school in art and art educatiotl

policy. As a subject that is consistently on the cutting block of educational
budgets nationwide, why is

it irnportant to obtain, nraiutain,

and grow art

programs in the schools? The third section conceutrated on who should be
teaching the subiect. SlTould it be tau-qlrt by the classroonl teacher as art

integration, by an art teacher, or by teachin-{ artists'/ The fburth and final section
focused art as a subiect, a teaching style, aud a philosophy.

The Student Artist
Rigor, relevance, relatiouships, and realne ss arc the four foundational
aspects of Culturally Responsive Teaching. Before a teacher- begins teaching

content, the teacher must find the relevancc to tilc leaner; without the tie between

l
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fully

transmitted. Zehava Toren (2008, pp.327-333) states that "an art work has
meaning if it can be connected with something else, with other artworks, ideas,
events, what in general can be called context." Luckily, the arts speakthrough the
lens of one's personal experience. By studying visual arts, sfudents discover art

materials, gertres, artists

ar-rd

their lives, and application to their owlt lives. The

next step is for teachers to bring the information to the learners.

In liis groundbreaking work, Arts with the Brain in Mind (2001), Eric
.lensen suggesteci that engagel-nent in the visual arts requires

utilizatiou of more of

the brain's capacities and -{reater integration of knowledge and skills obtained

from the study of otlier disciplines than did engagement in other disciplines.
However, what does a student engaged in the arts look like? For example, silent
readin-{ or writin-s are skills that demonstrate quiet, maintained behaviors. The

students' brain is u,or"king hard on decoding during reading or creating

grantmatically correct sentences. Children exhibit calm behaviors if they
understand the material or they exhibit uneasy or disruptive behaviors such as

squirming, i1'the infor-ntation is cnnfusing. However, in the arts, the squirrning
and body moveluents show eugagerxent and active brain development.

It is the

child's sensc of play tliat can be off putting by the cornmon observer. "Play is
excitenlent anci.joy, uninhilrited and unstructured investigation. As artists,
tcarchers wt:re accustorlcd to r,,,orking in the open spaces of play, arnbiguity

uncertainty. opinion. and personal story," (Graharn and Zwirn, 2010, p. 223).
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The student artists take their lives and put it into their artwork. Mark
Graham and Susan Zwimr (2010) described this through a conceptual artist view

point;

I don't paint thirrgs just because they are beautiful. I paint to tell stories.

I

try to have my students do the same in their work, constantly asking thern
why they are doing something and making them question the world
around them (p. 221).
For example, kindergarten students can create a scribble or a rendering of their
home or favorite food and then explain why and how they created it. Once they
are able to draw

fiom their experiences, the student is able to comnrunicate their

artwork. "Students use art as a way to express themselves and to share their
experiences in a meaningful activity, which might be

difficult to provide in

another sublect in school," (Parks, 1992, p. 54).Participating in the arts creates

a

meaningful educational experience. The ability or even willingness to fully
combine students' lives with their studies is scary ten-itory. When the road is
unpaved and student's peers are watching alongside, judging each stunrble, the
Ieaming experience becomes full of anxiety. On a daily basis, students are asked
to put themselves out there, to learn how to read, how to solve nrath problems,

how to communicate effectively, and respectfully with their

pe

ers With tlreir

peers as their viewers, the teaclrer can teach the students about the importance
the viewer.

Bary Schwabsky (200a) eloquently described the inrportance of

including the viewer, or student's peers, into the leaming of the arts;

of
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Honing one's eye on a drawing that one has made without beiug able to
see what the hand was doing, the

artist leams to be a witness as rnuch as a

maker-spectator and artist as one-and to reahze,

as

well, that any

spectator is always something of an artist too. This is why

it takes

a

viewer, as Marcel Ducharnp used to say, to complete the work (p 37)
This can be demonstrated by the use of peer reflection in artwork can be a
valuable tool in creating, analyzing, and reproducing artwork. The arts lends itself
to tlris involvement of the creator aud the viera,er. Schwabsky (2004) clarifies;

What is it that an art student is learning wiren she learns to use her own
blindness or ignorance as a tool? Tliat lrlindness can lead to insight is
sornething I was never taught as a philosophy rlajor, and I suspect I would
not have learned it if I'd studied clrenristry, history or French either. In
rnedicine, the fledgling doctor needn't learn how to be a patient. In none

of these fields is it normally consider-ed necessary for stuidents to learn by
systematically pullin-a the rug out fronr uuder their feet (p.36).

Art is natural to students and with this vieiv in mind it is irnportant to include all
viewers. The viewers include peers, teachers, parents, educational department,
national art venues' and child artists around the world. It is so apparent that

children worldwide show a deep appreciation and yearning forthe visual arts. As
the societal norrns vary around the world. tlre developurent of a child's nrind can

provide coffulon ground. "The atrility to r-uake visual tonls and symbols occurs
in children all over the world. From Afl'ica to Alasl<a children between the ages of
2 to 6 entwine scraps of wood, swoosh pair-rt, or purlrlrel clay and announce that
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tlre outcomes are something" (Burton, 2000, p. 330). The art room provides the

opportunity for students to develop visual forms and symbols.

ln general education classrooms] Opportunities for imaginative
engagement are greatly diminished.

Little attention

has been paid to the

potential impacts of this single minded academic focus on children's
social ancl emotional development-in part because of a longstanding

belief that young childrelt are egocentric and therefore do not need much
interaction., (Brouillette, 2010, p. 17).

Participating in tlre ar-ts includes cognitive reasoning, imaginative play, and
orgauization throu,elr the production of art. The statement by Brouillette iurplies
that students need involvenrent with peers. Art activities with peers can eultance

tlreir leaming pr"ocess throu-{h social interactions in the classrooln. Activities suclr
as

collaborative art, where students create artwork together, can develop and

strengthen social interactions in the art room, as well as the classroom. If the
purpose of tlie educational system is to create 21't century learners, workers, and
contribr-rtors to the world, then embracing their natural aptitude towards the arts is
a must. Students "respond

rlore actively and deeply in the art room than in

the

classroonr." (Catteral ,200J , p. 544), which can support the needs of the sfudents

in the art roonr and in their general education classroom. For example, art can
help students that harze Attentior-r Deficient Hyperactivity Disorder- (ADHD) by
engaging the student pliysically and ernotionally through activities like paitrtirt-u
and drawin-{, which
classroor-r-r.

will help them be more focused in their geueral educatiou

ART CENITERS AND LARGE GROUP
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and

prove to be an excellent rnediurn for intemational cooperation and understanding
(Song, 2012). The understanding of other peers, other cultures, and other

viewpoints is essential to creating the 21't century learner and artist. Through

writing, students strengthen their communication skills to express tireir ideas.
Through reading, they are able to examine other viewpoints; however. what
happens when either the student cannot read, such as the kindergarten student, or

cannot coffrmunicate in the satne language? The visual arts help snrooth the path
when comntunication becomes bumpy, such as kindergartners explaining how
they feel.

The School
Money plays arnalor role in education in terms of ivhich prograrns to
include in schools. Whether it is public education or private education, bud-rletary
concerns are common. When budgets are tight, providing funding for an art

program can be an obstacle for the art teacher. The exclusion o1'nronetary support
creates a strain on even the most resourceful art teacher. Ottcn tinres the loss

of

money is shortly followed by the loss of an art program. Many studies
demonstrate the importance of art in schools, for example Sanruel Hope (2006)

who believes tlrat art is essential to one's education and it slior:lci not be left

or-rt.

One nright argue that the arts are basic to a conlpreherisn,e educittiou. However,
the key word here is "comprehensive,"

lf

conrprcltensive education is r-tot deetled

important, it is liard to argue that the arts are basic, i-ruless o1'course, the arts are
the chosen focus such as in a nlagnet school. It is also extr-enrely hard to argue

At gpbug GollegB Ubrery
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that the arts are basic if their purpose is regarded prirnarily as experience.
Furthennore, it is hard to justify the arts when they are rarely explained for their
irnportance in tenns of knowledge and skills in arts content itself (p.a).
When a school's budget creates a strain on an art program, it is felt by the
art teacher. A ripple effect begins and the strain is f-elt with the students, the
school and lastly the parents. This means, when an art program is not fully
funded,, the progralr can be unsuccessful. It can be unsuccessful by failing to

provide students with rnultiple opportunities to explore the arts such as clay or
painting. lf there is no rnoney to fund tlre pro-{ram, there are no clay orpainting
projects. By not providing an eff-ective art program, due to rnonetary constraints,
parents and administration could see the program as disposable. GuopingZhao

(2014) suggested the importauce of a successful, supportive art program:
Real art, art that is not instrunrental, entertainment or decoration, breaks

through the limits of reason" offers new ways of living with the world, and
does rrore thau just enhancin_q comlrruuion and solidarity. Good art

remains forceful, compelling, enacting transformation in people but
staying outside of our firll grasp. (p.247).

Unfortunately, tlris is not a conmou view of the arts. The art teacher must
constantly educate, rernind, and.justify the arts' existence within their schools. In
a recent study

of two hundred and one beginning teachers in Queensland, Garvis

(2010) found that nrany beginning teachers had low teacher self-efficacy for
teaching the arts contpared to teaching nrath and English. A math teacher does not
need to remind others o1'why one needs to be able to count money neither doe s a

ART CENTERS AND LARGE CROUP INSTRUCTION
reading teacher provide examples of why we all rnust learn how to read above
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5'l'-{rade 1evel. Math aud reading demonstrate obvious skills arrd infonnation that
are applicable to an individual's daily life. Defending whether or not math and

reading are important to daily life would be seen as absurd, yet there are constant
debates about the arts in school. The expectations need to change in order to

provide students with an education that includes the arts. The belief that art is
important to education and daily life should start where the math and reading
beliefs were created, in school (Sabol,2013).
When establishing a positive belief of the importance of art with students,
teachers must also have a strong belief and understanding of art. This includes,

supportin-{, teachirrg and commuuicating that art can benefit students' math and
rearling skills. Zhao (2014) points out that "involvement in the arts is associateri

with gains in math,, reading, cognitive ability, critical thinking and verbal skill"
@.2a5). Thc belief that math and reading are essential should reinforce the
inrportance cll'art. Horn, Arizona's state superintendent provides auother rational

fbr the belief tlrat art is important to education by stating

"if people are worried

about their fstudents'] test scores and want a way to get them higher, they need to

qive [<ids more arts, not less" (2hao.2014,p.2a5).

Art cari be taught n-rultiple ways by multiple teachers. By using proverl
strategies and pedagogy, the arts can thrive within a school. One way to do tlris is

{br arts rntegration. r'equrring cJassroom teac}rers to embrace art as an essential
aspect of a chilcj's educational experience.
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Teaching and learning through the art strategies have beeu studied within
the framework of the recent trend for arts integration, which Deasy defines
as the effort to

build a set of relationships between learning in the arts and

learning in the other skills and subjects of the curriculum, (SotiropoulouZormpala, 2012, p. 124).
Classroom teachers must acknowledge the importance of the arts in the school,
regardless of the school's budget. They must stand strong to advocate for

a

separate art program in their school and integrate the arts into the learning process

to promote the educational value of arts in school (Sotiropoulou-Zormpala ,2012,
p. 125).

By providing data, such as student test scores inrpr-oving once the ar-ts

have been integrated into the classroom, highlights tlre iruportance of the subject.

No matter the budgetary constraints, when there is a need, the funds will be
found.
The prime example of providing funding in order to conrpete ou a national
scale is technology. School boards and national educational boards have

determined that technology is an important entity in education and the money has

followed. IPads, computers, tablets, and Smartboards are now becoming just
standard as pencils and text books in schools. By conrbrning the power

as

of

technology and art education, students can overcome the spatial boundaries and
exchange creative ideas with sludents in another country. "Crcating 'shared

spaces'that may help students fiom different backgrourids to bettcr understand
each other's cultures is exactly what we want our 21't century thinkers, doers, and

workers to be able to do" (Song,2012, p.19).

ART CENTERS AND LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION
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Along with math and reading, classroom teachers also provide frequent
instruction for emotional and social skills for students. Art can benefit students'
emotional and social needs. Jodi Groves' (2003) research focused on anger
management and using the arts to support children emotionally, the results were

positive. In Groves'(2003) research she found that "high-risk students were
helped through the arts. High-risk eleurentary students with one year in the

"Different Ways of Knowing" prograrr gained eight percentile points on the
standardized language arts test; students with two years in the program gained
sixteen percentile points" (p.191), Groves (2003) went otrto say, "through the

students' success in tryinu new ex[)eriences, working cooperatively, learning from
mistakes, solving pr"obleurs, and completing tasks, they developed self-coutrol,
learned respect, began to trust, and

fonled

a comnrunity....using art as the vehicle

to control, and achieve outcor-ues..." (p. 192). Studerlts, who fall into the at-risk,
poverty, and school-dependent category. have a lot of challenges. The arts support
and can help a learner to resolve and overcome anger. Sotiropoulou-Zormpala's

(2012) research aligned with Groves' findings., "engagement with the arts could
promote not only aesthetic development lrut also holistic growth and personality
balance," (p. 124).

The Teacher

A listener,

a lecturer, a nurse, a therapist, and a caregiver are a few hats

tlrat are worlt by the teut'her. The orierarching defrnition of teacher spans the large

variety of teachers" fl-orn the elementary classroom teacher to the middle school
algebra teacher to tire high school band teacher or the art teacher. There ltas been

ART CENTERS AND LARGE GROUP INISTRUCTIOI{
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a long debate whether or not the elementary art teacher is an important addition to

the school. The elementary classroom teacher teaches multiple subjects and could
embed art; so why would a school ever need to spend the additional money on an

art teacher? Susanne Garis (2012) conducted an efficacy survey of classroom
teachers, and asked them about their views on art and incorporating it into their

teaching. After conducting her survey she observed, "[a] majority of teachers
suggested that the arts were important for children, they did not have time or the
t'nastery experience to teach the arts" (p.16a). So,

if

teachers agree that art is

importaut tor children but do not have the time or skills to teach it, what other
options are there?

Itt tlauy schools tlrere are two types of teachers who teach art in schools.
One is an art teacher who has a license in education with a focus in the arts. The
other is a visiting artist, who is a professional artist who goes into the schools and
creates special programs for the students. Before one decides which teacher is the
best

fit for the school Arnold Aprill (2010) clarified that "the impulse of

schools

is to try to spread arts experiences as widely (and thinly) as possible, so that

as

Irany kids get exposed to the arts as possible. But this rlay not be tlte best
strategy for deeperting afis learnirg" (p.11).He went on to explain that "the only

way to teach the arts with integrity is to teach the arts as they connect to other
donrains of knowledge, Llncompromised by isolation," (p.13). tsoth typcs of

,

teaclters calt conte iu and create meaningful lessons and activities for thc studeuts.

Michael Parks (1992) suggested that whether it is an art teacher or visiting artist,
cf-fbctirzeness depends on the quality of the

individual (p. 66).
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One rnajor factor in determining the way art can be taught is simply
money. It is cheaper to spend money on a program with a visiting artist than to
have an art teacher in the school and pay a salary with benefits. So, what's the

difference and why is it important? Aprill (2010) postulated that art teachers are
the bridge to the school's culture. The daily activities that take place within

a

school setting, such as interacting with other staff urenrbers and speaking with
parents, includes developing a relationship between the studeuts and art teacher

(p. 14). Art teachers are a part of the students' daily or weekly schedule. This
creates regular and consistent interactions betweeu the art teacher and students.

School policies, rituals and routines, and over-all expectations are examined and
carried through with the art teacher. The visttin-{ artist, ou the other hand, links art

activities in the classroom to the professiotral art world. Tlrey are professionals in
their field and are working regularly witlr other art professionals. They do not
have regular, daily interactions with staff nrernbers and parents. The visiting artist
does not maintain a regular schedule but r:an provicle rich coutent when teaching
OCCUTS.

A common expectation of art teachers is that they

are practicing,

professional artists outside of their daily teaching dutjes. While professional art
practice cau improve teaching, it is incredibly straiuiug to the person balancing
what amounts to two full tinre jobs. "Working out ali lr-tistic identity that meshes

with the realities of K-12 teachin-{ is an ongoirig c:hallenge. In spite of those
difficulties, many firll time K-12 art teachers contir-ruc to be active as artists"
(Graharn,20l0, p. 221). The difference betr.r,cen ari art teacher who pursues art
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professionally and a visiting artist, who teaches in schools, is how they spend
their time. An art teacher would spend a larger portion of their time in the
classroom and school settings compared to tirne creating art due to the forty hour

work week. The art teacher would have contracted times in the classroom and
other tirne-bound obligations such as parent-teacher conferences, professional
development and grading. TJie visiting artist can spend a majority of their time

professionally creating art and then srnaller, allotted times teaching within

a

school. Responsibilities that would consume more of their time would be in the
creation of their o\/n art. establisiring art shows and rneetings with galleries.
These two types of art teaclrers can contribute to art programs in schools but are

uot dependent upon eacir other. An art teacher is uot necessarily a professional
artist and a teaching artist does riot have a degree in education. In order to have

a

thriving, courprehensive art progr-anr, art teachers must be treated as educational
equals and be ablc to invite visiting artists into theirclasses

(Aprill,20l0, p. 11-

12).

The

Art
Tlte rrain purpose of this research examined the methods of instruction in

an art teachcr's classroonr, specifically art centers and Iarge group instruction,

fionr kindergartcn students' perspectives. This section of the literature review
exatliues the view and role of art education. In the words of Lorena Johnson
(2002), "F-irst.

tare

rttust teach our studerits to view the arts as a source

of

knowlcdge, rather thari onlanrentations with no value outside the realm of
entertainrueut or conmrerce '

(p

19).

A pliilosophy and educational perspective of
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the arts must be identified by the teacher in order to convey the message to the

leamers. So what is the purpose of art? Michael Parks (1991) refered ro one of the
tuost irtfluential educational philosophers, John Dewey and the connection
between art and education:

According to Dewey, the primary purpose of art is to contn'runicate, to
take otte's personal experience:, perceptions, ideas and feelings about the

lrutlau condition and express thern in ways that have universal
meaning.

.

.If

one views teaching as the irnparting of inforrnatiou and

Iearning as tlte uremorization and application of f'acts, no. If on tlre other
hand, teaching is viewed as the nurturing of a love for ideas and leamiug.

most definitely so (p.54).

Wlten art is conveyed with compassion and as leaming the students will bc able to
participate fully with the subject. In turn, art becomes a personal, meaningful and

fully applicable subject in school. Garvis (2010) stated that, "it is the reacher's
responsibility to couvey the arts with integrity, through research-based methocls.
rn order to develop their knowledge and skills in the arts" (p. 162). Since the

coutetrt varies from subjects like math and reading, the arts look very different

during the learning process. As previously stated, art is seen as a natural activity

fbr children, which leads to the question; how should it be taught? Orre teaching
method would be through the use of art centers. A classroom tftat has art ceute;s

nlay look like play to a casual observer, but experienced educators know that

"play" is tlie "work" of children (Werth,20l0, pp. 22-53). Another teachins
nietltod ra,i-ruld be to explicitly teach art skills, modes of thinking and creatrpg alcl
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large group instruction. This leads to anotlrer question; which teaching method is
the best, art centers or large group instruction?

Both art centers and large group instruction create dialectic, hands on,

bodily rnanipulations of material and that is when tlre most important learning
takes place (Burton, 2000). In addition to aesthetic arts,, studying the arts for their

visual appeal and impact, there rnust be prominent teaching that challenges
students to clarify and develop their thoughts (Samuelssolt, Pramling, Carlsson,

Olsson, Pramling, & Wallerstedt, 2009, p. 133). Both types of instruction can be
beneficial but need further exploration to identify the student pref-ererlce.

Literature Review Summary
It became apparent through the Iiterature review that there was an
abundance of literature about art, art education, art policies, educational policies
and art teachers. There was research about how art should or could be taught but

few containedthe views of the students and their experiences in school, especially
those of the five to six year old students. Through examination of the literature,
appeared that before one can address lrow art js preferred in the art room by

Kindergarten sfudents, there are many road blocks that an art teacher trray
encounter. Art in the schools is a lrot topic auron-gst teachers,, parellts,
adnrinistrators and politicians. With the Student Arti,gtil tfte forefi'ont of t]ris
researclr, tlris review covered the irnpact of tha,sc'hrtol, the teaclter and,the arl.

Now, where the literature review has left off, the research begins.

it
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Research N{ethodology
The type of research completed in this sfudy was Action Research, which
Geoffi ey E. Mills (201 I ) defined "any systernic inquiry conducted by teacher
researchers, priucipals, school counselors, or other stakeholders in the

teaching/learning euvironment to gather infonlation about how their particular
schools operate, how they teach, and how well their students learu" (p. 5). The

two ways that data was gathered for this research was through structured fornral
interviews atrd direct observation. A structured fonnal interview is when the
researclter asks participants a series of the sanle questions

(Mills,20i l, p.79). In

this study it fbcLrsed on the stucleuts, whereas in other cases it may include
teachers and parents. The interview questions were presented in a more

conversational ntallter due to the age of the students and the priorrelationship
betweeu the student and teacher. Tlre interview section will be referred to as the
coltversations throughout the methodology section. Parental consent forrns were
sent to all the students'parents priar to the conversations and only the students

witir

sigr-red consent were irrcluded

in the one olt one conversation.

Direct observation with an active participant observer is when the
researcher is a genuine participant in the activity being studied and the

observations are used as a data collection strategy (Mills,2011).

All

students in

the classrooll were involved in the direct observation and did not require parental
cotrselrt. Field ttotes were used during the direct observation for written records to
be later analyzed

(Mills,201l). tsoth of those

used in this qualitative research that, uses a

nrethods of data collection were

lrore "narrative descriptive approach
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to understaud how things are and what the research means fiom the perspectives

of the participants in the study" (Mil1s, 2011,p.4). With the qualitative research,
grouuded theory was also used in the study. Grounded theory uses a structured
approach to data analysis and offers specific steps to follow. The unique quality

of

grounded theory is that the researcher is an insider in the study. Grounded theory
uses evideuce from the researcher to support their theories and ideas (Glasser

&

Strauss, 1961 ,, p.1l-a3). The purpose of the research was to examine niethods of

irtstruction in an art teacher's classroom, specifically art centers and large group
iristruction, from kindergarten students' perspectives.
Analysis
The conversations and observational data wele transcribed into ireld notes

wlriclr are "written accounts of what tlre researcher hears. sees, experierrces and
thinks in the course of collecting and reflecting on the data in a qualitative study"
(Bogdan & Biklen,1998, p.107). The conversations and observation clata u,ere
analyzed through coding which is "the process of trying to flnd pattenrs and
nreatring in data collected through the use of surveys, interviervs aud

cluestionnaires" (Mills, 2011, p.129). After the researcher lrad all of l-rer data, she
rvettt through her field notes and transcriptions to identify then-res tlrat euterged.
Slre read her notes twice and then the third titne startirig codin-u rn,ords and

behaviors that occurred. For example, if the studcnts were happy clurin_q the
observatiotts "itappy" was noted on the side. The fbur^tlr tirtre throu_gh, the
researc-her examined the uotes and

if

a code occurred ntore than trvicc

r-ttrclerlitted to show tlrat a pattern was enterging. Once the rrotcs wcre

it

r.r,as

lully cocled,
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they were divided out into sections that provide the findings in chapter four.

Lastly, the final analysis of the data was through grounded theory. "Grounded
theory can be presented either as a well codified set of propositions or in

a

running theoretical discussiou using conceptual categories and their properties,"
(Glasser

&

Strauss, 196J, p. 31). Using the data such as field notes and

conversations in this case, the data provides the researcher valid information to

inform her findings. Grounded theory is a comrou rlethod for actiou researchers
to use because it uses "ioint collection, coding and analysis data for the

underlyiltg operation," (Glasser & Strar-rss, 1967. p. 43). This theory also provides
greater detail with accuracy bacl<ed u,ith evidence through observations, field
notes and interviews, tltus grounding tlre theor-y identified by the researcher, with
the findings. (Glasser

& Strauss, 1961).

Participants
The participants' tlantes have beeu changed to maintain their privacy. The

six participants were fionr the sanrc kindergartcn class, five six year olds and one,
five year old. The research \ i as corlducted in an art room, outside of their general
education kindergarten classroom in a Twin Cities, kindergarten through sixth
grade, urban elementary school. I had con\/ersations witlr the six students but two

observatious included the entire kiriclergarten class of 25 students. The students
attended a

full day of kindergartcn fi'om 8:30ant to 2:50pm. Fifry minutes were

allotted each day for the classrooll teacltcr's preparation tirle in which time the
students would go to art,

gyll or mr-rsic. The class wollld

attend art every day for

two r,veeks forthe 50 minute duration. at tlie end of two weeks they would go to
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gym. After two weeks in gym the students would switch to music. Once the two
weeks of rnusic was over they would rotate back through. Two weeks in art, two
weeks in gym, two weeks in music for the continuation of the year. Resources
available to the students at the school included: a nurse practitioner, a farnily
center to provide housing and

job information for families, on-sight dental

services, a school counselor, and a therapist. g3oAofthe students are eligible for

free or reduced lunch aud a number of families are homeless. The art instruction
was taught by a kindergarten through 12tl' grade licensed art teacher, with

a

Bachelor''s I)egree in Art.

Robin. Robin was a six year old girl who enjoyed gym, art and recess in
Kirtdergarten. She was mixed race, half African American and half Caucasian, the
oldest child of her thrnily, with a younger sister not yet of school age.
Kindergarten was her first school experience; she had not previously attended

a

daycare facility or pre-kindergarten program.

Alexris. Alexxis was a six year old girl whose favorite part of
kindergartetr was playing with fi iends. She was Caucasian and the youngest of her

siblings, with a sister in third grade and a brother in second grade. Before
kindergartetr she liad attended a pre-kindergarten program at the san-le school
where this research was conducted.

Rvan. Ryan was a six year old boy who enjoyed playing with fiiends

and

eating lutrch ivhile at school. He was nrixed race, half Afiican American and half

Nativc Antericau. and was under special education review. His previous
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educational experience was unknown. He was the youngest of his siblings, by at
least ten years.

Chris. Chris was

a

five year old boy who liked to paint, draw, write and

play outside during the school day. He was Hispanic and had a three year old
brother who did not attend a daycare or early childhood education. Chris was

a

first-generation bom in America and was identified as an English Language
Learner (ELL), because he spoke prirnarily Spanish in his household. His mother
and father did not speak any English, so often times he translated tbr hrs family.

Joanie. Joauie was a six year old girl who loved to read and dr"aw. ln
school,, she enjoyed art and music class. Her older brother was in third _rrrade; they

were both Asian and are identified as ELL. At least once during the year.loanie
went back to Vietnam for three weeks to visit farrily.

John. John was a six year old boy who thought luncir at scirool was way
better than the lunches he ale at home. He was Hispanic and an only child but
hoped to someday have a baby sister or baby brother. Also identified as ELL,
.lohn spoke both E,nglish and Spanish. Outside of school hours lre liked to play

with his cousins and go outside.
Materials and Procedures
The art materials that were used by the participants in this research were
paper, crayolls, tnarkers, water-color paints, paint brushes, pencrls, play-doh and

foarn building biocks. The artwork by artist Wassily Kandinsky u,as shurvn alorig

witlr tlre book The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds. Specrfic altwork by Wassily
Karrdirrsky was Color Studv. Squnres y,ith Conc'entric' Cirt'les, 19 i3.
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Data was collected through conversations with the students during class

time. The questions students were asked included: How do you feel about art?
What is your favorite thing to do in art class? What do you like when the class all
does the same thing'/ How do you feel when the class does the same thing? When

you have a choice in art, what do you like to do and why? How do you feel when
the teacher selects yonr activity'/ What type of art materials do you have at home?

The other type of data was collected through direct observations by the
researcher during two, 5O-minute class periods. Due to the nature of teaching and

field notes, activities were partially recorded during the class tirne and then rrore
details were added at the end of tlre day that fbcused on: student engagement,
student misbehaviors (take-a-breaks, buddy room), and voice levels. Student
engagement indicated

if the students were doing art at their tables; if they were

at

their tables during that tin-re or \ /ere they up walking and around not doing
artwork.

lf

the students were in art centers, did they stay in their selected activity

or did tlrey wonder around the roonr'/ The observations focused on 25 students in
the classroorl Observations provided a Lrroader view of the dynamics of the

classroom; whereas, the collversations provided specific insight into the thoughts
and perspectives of tl-re individual students. The observations aimed to identify

specific behaviors that coulcl not be idcntifled solely throu-uh the conversations.

Day one of the direct observations locused olt a watercolor painting
lesson. Primary colors - red. yellow and blLre

-

were used to nrinric Russian artist

Wassily Kandinsky. The lessor-r fbnlat was "whole group instruction" rvhich is
when the lesson is presented by tlre teacher to tlre entire class with little
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differentiation; doing this presents the same information and allows the class to
practice or master the same leaming objective. The sfudents all sat on a carpet
spot for 15 mitrutes while the teacher taught the painting lesson, step by step and
then the students went to theirarttables to complete theproject.

All of the

necessary/ supplies were provided at the tables: water buckets, paintbrushes and

watercolor paints. Wlren the students were done with the painting, they put it on
the drying rack and then cleaned up their table spots. The last five rninutes

of

class included wlrole class clean up and lining up to leave art class.

Tlte second day recorded was a n'rodified art center activity. Art centers
are "workin-u srudios where students learn through authentic art making...lt

supports ntultiple modes of learning to meet the diverse needs of our students"

(Dou-ulas,2012,p.l 1). Modified art centers in this study indicated that tlie
students selected the art centers but did not move independently between them.

They were allotted ten minutes to explore the art centers and then switched twice
in order to complete all of the activities in one class period. The students entered
the art roont and gathered on the carpet. Tlre activities and the supplies that they

were able to select were explained briefly. The activities included drawing with
crayons, markers and pencils, Play-doh and foam blocks. After the mini-lesson
(less tliau
three to

fir,e minutes), students went to tl-reir art tables and talked with their

four table mates about which activities they would

choose. Once tliev

chose att activity as a table, the students would do that activity
haiJ

for l0

nrirtr-rtcs ther-r

two tnitrutes to cleart up. Each activity would be rotateA ,-nun.f the rootl afier

the 10 rtrinutes. F-or example, if table one decided their flrst activity would be
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drawing with crayons, markers, pencils and paper for supplies, during the second
rotation, the teacher would give them Play-doh and the final rotation would be
foam blocks. The last five minutes of class was for the whole class was clean up
and lining up to leave the art room.
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Findings
To summartze, the purpose of the research was to examine methods of
instruction iu an art teacher's classroom, specifically art centers and large group
instructiou, ftom kindergarten sfudents' perspectives. Conversations, observations
and field notes of students were the types of data collected. Through coding and

grounded theory" the data was analyzed and themes emerged to provide the
researcher with insight into the kindergarten students' perspectives.

The following chapter discusses and presents the findings fiom the teacher

participant conversations and observations. Through analysis of the data four
themes eurerged: tlie classroour" art center r-nisbehaviors, large group behaviors,
and the art of happiness.

The Classroom
"Chilrt.en ara cr.eatit,e und muster-s
2009, p.

I

o.f

plal;," (prantling Samuelsson

et al.

33)

As the wiggling bodies go to their art tables to begin their artwork, their
voices raise with excitenrent, and then the

re

searcher begins calling over students

one by one for a conver-sation While the researcher was having one on one

conversation with students, the rest of the class was doin g an art center. When

Alexxis was asked about how she f-elt when

a teacher selects her

activity" she

tilted her head to tlie sidc, shrugged ]rer shoulders and said in an unsure way "it
feels kjnd of u,eird?" This response shows that, both physically and verbally, she
is insecure about liow slic f-eels rvhen the teacher is selecting lrer activity.
Respondins to the question rvith a response that is also partially a question within
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itself iruplies that she is uncertain of what not having choice would rrean for her.
What if she doesn't like the activity, then she does "feel weird" when she needs to
do att activity that is perhaps new to her, making her feel uncertain when trying

a

ne\ / skill.

When prornpted with the same question, Ryan's response was "different

thittgs." he preferred choice. The ability to have control over an unfamiliar

activity in

a

roorl that is not all that farniliar could bring peace of mind to Ryan

rvhile lie explored the arts. While he was in the art roonl, he often wonders around

while otlrers sat ot-t the carpet or at tables. He looks at what others are rrakins

arrd

the art that hung on the walls made by other students and other grade levels. Even
dur-ing the nriddle of a whole group lesson he seems disengaged and he

interrupted others on a fi'equent basis. However, during choice time, especially
when it included Play-Doir, he was highly engaged. Even though he is walkin_r
around thc room or talking loudly to himself, it was often about what he is
mal<irtg. Dr,rring our conversation he said that he enjoyed playing with Play-Doh

in the art roonl and "feels like I play Play-Doh at horne." In another conversation
on a different day, with another student, he intemtpted us to show us the zombie
lre had nrade out of Play-Doh.

lt was clear that for Ryan, choice is inrportant.

Durtnq cltoice days, he lrecome iiighly engaged and eager to share liis creatious
rvith all that are wjlling to listen.
During atr art center activity students rotate through the projects. Ryan's
flt-st at-tiriity was not chosen for him during one of the observations and ire
rcsponcied r,vitli a lriud, "this is boririg!" The other two activities he u,oulcl be able
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to choose for himself, but by the time the rnaterials were passed out there was not
enough Play-Doh for hirn. For Ryan, knowing that there are otlrer choices out
there that he wanted to do and lanowing that he did not get to choose it right away
became frustrating and he becarne disengaged. When choice was modified, as in
the above case, where the instructor assigned students to an art center, the

student's expectation of experiencing all of the choices created a conflict

of

interest. When Ryan shouted "this is boring" he was clearly stating his belief that
choice should be his when he wanted it. Robin u,ould agree with how Ryan was

feeling and stated during our corlversation "it feels good u,hen I get to pick what I
want to do in art." However, Robin never screan-)ed or demonstrated obvious
negative response when she didn't have a choice. Typically, in the art room,
Robin was highly engaged whether it was during whole group instruction or
choice based. Rarely did she need the redir-ection of a take-a-break and she

fiequently appeared to enjoy art class.
When given a choice, the students chose Play-Doh ovcr ancl over again.

This was true not only in their conversation responses, but throughout choice
lessons as well. Douglas (2004) suggests that wheu students have an opporlunity

to try something over and over again it leads to mastery, allowing thenr to better
understand the project (p. 50). With the two participauts that spoke different
languages at home, language was fia,gmetrted at times. Wheri questioned about his
preferetrce for choice or whole group activities, Jolin was uusure and did not

krow exactly what the question meant. Even afier providirig trvo other examples
of what the class might do as a whole group or with clioice. he siurply shook his
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"l don't know."

During whole group lessons, John was very quiet and followed all of the
classroont expectations explicitly. His artwork was at grade level standards and he
smiled a lot while we were painting. During choice activities, he would usually
group with the boys and build with blocks or Play-Doh, the class favorite. There
were other students who spoke Spanish at home and they spoke Spanish as they
learned and often engaged in any activity they chose or were chosen for them.
The language barrier in tlre conversations lent itself to a closer examination

of

using observational data to detenrine .lohn's preference in the art room. During
the observations John smiled a lot" participated in any activity and happily played

with

l-ris classtlates. So after comparing the conversation about art to his actions

in art, lre seemed very happy iu art class enjoyed all of the activities, art centers
and large group iustn"rction. He confirmed his enjoyment as he hugged me on his

way out of the classrooff) every day.
Sinlilar to .lohn's response re-{arding preference, Joanie didn't fully
uuderstand the questions: what do you think about when the class does the same

thing, what do you think about when we all play Play-Doh. She provided nre with
an answer defining what a choice

activity is by saying,

"l think we switch," then

adding, "and I like each thit"tg." Dr-rring art class, Joanie was a student who raised
her l-rand every tit-ne a question was asked, was

willing to help other students

anid

was generally liappy in the art roour. More times than not, take-a-breaks were
assigned to Joanie fbr gi-egling so much it disrupted the teacher. Typically, she

was siry when selecting a choice and usr-rally iust did whatever the teacher
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assigned her to do with little protest. Joanie eryoyed creating with Play-Doh like

all of the other students by saying "my favorite thing to do iu art is play Play-Doh
and blocks because they are fun to play." Often times, after school, her brother
and she would go home to draw, color, or create with Play-Doh until dinner time.

A ma.;ority of the students prefened choice time over whole group
activities, and identified their favorite activity as Play-Dolr. Five out of the six
participants said they preferred Play-Doh because it was fun, "you could build

things" aud because they also used it at home. The students' in-class preferences
correlated directly to art activities that they performed at home. .lohn had PlayDoh at irome along with crayons, paints and markers. He saicl he like s to choose

blocks or Play-Doh at school "because they are fun to play [with]." Joanie

ancl

Ryan also had Play-Doh as one of theirartmaterials athonre and when _qiven
choice they would choose Play-Doh at school. Alexxis djffere,J by saying,

a

"l like

to do, I like to do Play-Doh and blocks but I don't Jrave thern at home." She went
otr to clarify that while her sister did have Play-Doh at home, she was r-rot allorved

to use jt. lnstead., she utilizes the crayons and markers she has at horne to create
drawings. Chris's favorite choice activity did not align with the materials he had
at home either. Chris sat up, with an ear to ear srnile and happily replied,

"l

love

to paint because we do beautiful pictures and then paiut." He inclicatecl he lrad
crayolls, Play-Doh, pencils and a lotof markers at lrome, u,hich he liked to use
after scltool. He added that his favorite part of his day was "beir.rs creative Iike

you Ms. Wedwick."
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Misbehaviors in the Art Center
"They do nol learn nearly

o.s

well by lis/ening and stulting still," (Bottni

and Grossman, 2005, p. 2Z).
Crayons, markers, Play-doh and toam blocks were the available materials

during the choice based activity the sturJents participated in. During choice based
time, student noise levels shifted betu,een a quiet whisper voice and loud speaking
voices. At certain points, the whole class was at a loud speaking voice, which
created a noisy classroom. The notse becanre too loud when tlie children yelled or
banged the foanr blocks. Exanrples of the things the cSilclrel yelled about

included "look at this!" or "l'11-l not your fl-ien<i tlreu." The noise increased durilg
the start of each activity, particr:larly with tlre

-{roups that 6ad blocks orPIay-Doh.

This can be explained by the more collalrorative pature of those nraterials,
creating castles or buildings together as opposed to the
-eroups who were drawing,
a much

lrlore independettt acttvity. Thc
noise levels for each activity were
-qeneral

consistent as the students nroved arouncl tlre roonr. The peaks typically came

during clean up and transitions, sor-netinres risitrg above a voice level three.
Srudents' responsibilities varied dependius on the activity, apd there we1e cases
when tlre students'voices rose because of a debate of who was cleaning up what
and which activity they wel'c

-{oitrg to particrpate in next. Duripg these tines of

loud discussiou, the studcttts were redirectecl by tlrc teacher, w5o directed the
students to stop, put their heads dou,ri and rentain at a voice levcl zero fbr o,e

tlinute. After the trtinute

w'as up, the stucients rcstate.d tlie expectatio6s of voice

level and the student rcsponsibilities ilurin_s choice tinre.
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Tire redirections of take-a-breaks were issued during choice time for
various reasons: speakiug loudly, swearing, misusing materials, using
disrespectful words, or running around the classroom. Not only did the
redirectiotrs increase but the severity of the behavior infraction increased during
the choice-based activities. These increases can be attributed to the nature of how

tlie choice based activities were set up, with one at each table and the students or
teachers helping move the supplies between the activities. There are social aspects

to the studetrts setting up, creating and cleaning up the supplies that increased the
ttoise and nrisitehaviors. Another reason for the increased noise level was multiple
take-a-breaks, whicli resulted in lost opportunities for the teacher to thwart minor
bel-ravior-s.

With multiple students attending to various activities, the noise levels

rose. Minor behavior-s that needed thwarting included: a raised voice, students

who poked other students, a tongue stuck out, or eyes rolled at another student.
These tnitror niisbehaviors could lead to more aggressive behaviors, which
happened cluring one observation. One student was talking loudly to his friend

durirlg art cetrters atrd other studelrt asked hirn to be quiet. The stuident who was
talking loLrdly stuck lris tongue out at the other student. The other student then
becatle nrad and slapped liim across his face, whjch resulted in both students
takin_r-t-a-break and apologizing to each other.

The Iack of teacher nrodeling also contributed to increased take-a-breaks.
Prcvious Icssolts included teacher and student nrodeling for proper use of
materials, t,oic'e levels. and conflict resolution; yet, teacher modeling was limited
duritr-Q art centers. Since tlte sfudents are spread out

in the class, the teacher
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modeling does not occur with the whole class during art centers. If the teacher
needs to reteach behavior expectations
one sfudent but is not helpful

it is usually one on one, which helps with

if multiple students

are exhibiting a similar

behavior. So, as the teacher was essentially going around putting out fires, new
ones were igniting.

During art centers, there were multiple times where up to five students were
out of area. One of the students wanted to show other students what they lrad
created, while the other students crawled under tables, gave themselves take-alrreaks and just walked around and seeing what other students were doing. Three

of the students, who walked around before being redirected, becanre eugage d in
verbal arguments with other students. One of the students tried to tal<e sorreone
else's Play-Doh because that student had created an awesonte octopus. Tlie
argument escalated until, in protection of his artwork, the student with the octopus
sculpture hit the other student. The voices from the rest of the class chinred in

telling the other student to stop bothering them and go back to tl-reir table spots.
The voice level escalated so quickly and loudly that the students all were directed

to stop talking, voice level zero, and put their heads down fbr one minute. This
redirection of head down was repeated once rulore during choice tirre because
studettts yelled across the room at each other to alert them of what they had .just
created. Later, another student name called and poked another student because

of

sotletlting that l-rappened before art class. Regardless of why students were out of
area, their lnoven'tents and activities added to the noise level and disruption to the
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leaming of other students. Alexxis recogrrized this fact saying that "when the
class does the same thing that

I'm doing, they would

be better listeners."

Behaviors During Large Group Instruction
"As we understand il., each o.f us develops by raking over th.e ways

of

acting, thinking, and.feeling lltat h)e encounter in the actittities in which
we pCIrticipate, trcrns.fbrming lhem ond ottrselt,es

in tlte process, and

creating our own indittidual identities," (Gordon Wells, 1998, p.31),
"What colors do you notice Wassily used in liis painting?" the teacher
asked the whole class as they studied Russian painter, Wassily Kandinsky's

famous dot paintings. "Red, yellow and a pinkish color that is kind of in a f'ew
squares," Chris cheerfully replied when called ou. "Oh

l see pink too! Next to the

orange," blurted out another student. The teacher responded by asking the student
what they should be doing to add on to anotlrer student's statement. The student
corrected the belravior by u raised hand and then was called on by the teacher and
repeated the statement. This js an example of a minor misbehavior that occurs

during large group instruction. Minor misbelraviors such as talking without being
called on, poking another student, or restless bodies were easily corrected by

u

teacher during whole group instruction. This is due to the fact that the students

were seated close to the teacher, doing the sarne teacher directed activity. The
behaviors did not escalate to the more severe beharrior"s because the teacher was
able to speedily thrvart minor misbeiraviors, resultin-u in f-ewer take-a-breaks.

Another exanrple of why belraviors wer"e easily redirected was that the teachers
modeled the appropriate bel-ravior or expectation and irzid tlie student or otlier
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students qLrickly model back. The whole class was relrinded of the expectation,
tlre teacher modeled it, the student practiced

it and then the whole class irad

an

opportunity to practice under the direct observation of the teacher. With enough
coucrete reiuforcement and praise, the misbehaviors diminished and the positive
behavior-s increased.

During large group instruction, voice levels were monitored more closely
and did not lead to lor-rd activities. There were times when only tl-re teacher was

talking. otre studetrt was talking, or students were sharing with a group. During
the activtty, especially painting, the voice level stayed below a two because tlie
studettts wel'e focused on their independent artwork. There were a feu, shout outs

of "Whoal" or "Look at this!" but the students stayed in their designated areas.
Attother exantple of why noise levels were maintained is that the teacher could
easily address tlre tteeds of the students. With the closer proximity and the class

participatins in tlte same activity, lrehaviors and needs were easier to identify. The
treecls oJ-the studetits were also generally the same since they were

all

participatins in the salue activity. After teaching a lesson multiple times, patterls
of ueeds and questions such as "whatdo I do next?" or "can you help me filI in
this area',)" were easily addressed. Also, since the activity was the same for all the
studetrts. tlte steps iurd expectations were easily identifiable by tire students.

During the lat-sc gl-ollp irtstruction painting lesson every studeut was engaged and
fi

nished thc i r- at'l pro.icct.
Atrother \\/ay eltgagenrent was nronitored during the observations. was

ttoticing n,hctliet' or not the str-rdents were in their carpet or table seats. llavtrig
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it easy to identify who walked around without any

intention of creating art. Students were out of their area during choice tin-re. The
exception was Ryan, who often walked around the room, regardless of the

activity. All students were in their proper areas during all of the large group
activities, which was due of the nature of the activity. While the teacher taught the

activity step-by-step, there was nothing else occurring in the room so the students
easily focused on the task at hand. Similar to the case above, the teacher was
easily able to identify when a student might be rlovirr-{ towards out of area anil
redirected the behavior. The expectation u,as that, rvhen paint and water lruckets
were out, students were to remain seated until directed to c:lean up. This led to less

paint spills and provided a systematic way to put away nlaterials.
The Art of Happiness

"In lheworld, there's light and darkness.

We helicve thul u'hen there',s

destruction, there's also renewal, and v,hen there'.s de.spuit', lltere's ttlso
hope,

"

(Young Imm Kang Song, 20I 2, p.

B

"l Jike art," Robin swelled with exciternent

1)

as she described horv she felt

about art. She placed her hands on her lap and sat up straight ancl stated "art is

lovely." As the class continued, she hugged classmates and gig-uled about lier fiog
drawings that were silly, with one large eye and one small ey'e. Daily. as studettts

lefi the art roonl, they would lean over and hug the art teacher.

I"Jour i1'this

isn't

love, what is? F-ive to six year olds are prin-re examples of rvearring yoLrr lieart orr

your sleeve. At their developmental level, it is hard for thcnr to nrr-lritor enrotions
aud thoughts quickly become words. Part of wJrat was taught jn the iirt roorr, was
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how to rnonitor emotions and how to express those emotions. While teaching
those skills, the teacher asked

"llow do you

f-eel about

art?" It was clear in the

example above that Robin loved art, felt confldent and huppy in art. Perhaps, this

belief in herself led lrer to meeting grade level requirements for art, promoted
positive social skills with other students, aud explained why she liked art. She
went on to explain that art makes her feel good and happy in the art room, "one
duy, I want to make a pig because I had seen other students who had made them
and

it looks

so fun." She was equating positive , happy emotions to the academic

field of art. Durin-[ one observation. she got upset aud started crying because
another student ruined her artwork. Afier iraving a collversation with her and the
other student, she calmed down and irccepted an apology. It was noticeable that
even though she cried, she was able to distinguish the difference between
student who ruined her art projecrt aud art.

a

lt wasn't art that she was sad aboutbut

she was sad her project was ruined by other student.

John and Joanie echoed Robin's positive feelings about art. Both of them
said that art made them feel good arid .loanie added that she "likes to do the art,,"
and John exclaimed

"l feel good in art lrecause you are a good art teacher!"

Therefore, the teacher can contribLrte to students' positive view of art. They felt
connected to their art teacher, which in tunr the enhanced their enjoymeut of art

activities. If a teacherwas positrve and happy, this could contribute to how

a

student felt about art. It was noticeable in the students'body language during the

conversations that they were happy. As they \ /ere srr-riling and comfortably sitting

while answering questions, there \vas a positive interaction between the students
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and the teacher. This is particularly important during large
instruction.
-qroup

During large group instruction, when praise was given for proper use of paint,

intriguing questions, or responses were acknowledged, the students light up. They
clapped their hands, leaned forward indicating listening, and grinned during the
actrvrtres

Art centers provided time for students to engage in activities that they
liked. As previously noted, students prefer choice, and when they were given the
choice, they f-elt validated. Ryan felt so excited during art, especially during art
centers, that he went around and shared his art with everyone,

"Look! Look!

I

tladc a zonrbie!" He was so engaged in his artwork that he was spreadin-{ his
entliustasnr to all of tlre students. Alexxis shares her Play-Doh with Ryari as he
goes arourrd showing his artwork, "here let's make a place for the zontbie to live."

Whcn Alexxis was asked how slre felt about art she said,

"l

feel like being nice,"

and that was precisely the behavior she exhibited. Ryan and Alexxis created art

together 1'or the renrainder of the class and she reminded hini about hou, to clean
up and line up in the art room. "Now remember Ryan when we line up. sit
crisscross-apple-sauce and put your hands in your lap. Yesterday you didn't clo

that and you had to take-a-break."
When Chris u,as asked abor-rt how he felt about art, he gave a simple
"goocl.'' Tirrou-ehout the conversation, he repeatedly said he felt happy whe thcr
thc class was doing the same activity or diff'ereut activities. Eveu his response to
his favor-ite actirrity demonstrated an overall gratification of creating art,

"l

likc to

paint bccause we do beautiful pictures then paint. It makes rre feel rcally happy
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when we paint." His enthusiasffr was contagious as he informed his teacher what
he enjoys doing. A11 of the responses about art were positive and were supported

by their infectious smiles.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The purpose of the research was to examine methods of instruction in an
art teacher's classroom, specifically art centers and large group instruction, from
kindergarten students' perspectives. It became clear through the conversations

with the students and observations that art was enjoyed. Regardless if it is art
centers or large group instruction,

if tlie teacher supported positive behavior,

students en-joy art and can be successful.

The Classroom
The findin-us su-{gest that choice tinre in art class was important to the
participants regardle ss of beliavior'. Most of them preferred to select their activity,

which mainly fbcused around a three-dimensional art medium. Providing choices,
especially wlren those choices center around students' known preferences, is
uzey

a

to achieve a I A0% engageme ut rate in the classroorn, and is one strategy that

can be used to increasc student motivation. For example, when teaching new

rlaterial, a f'ew students verbalized their discornfort with trying, sirnply because it
was new. The anxiety that acLronrpanies attenrpting new skills can be stressful for

the students, but providing a choice activity iurrnediately following the new

activity can be a way to nrotiriate and cncourage the students to explore new
rnaterials or ideas.

Providing choice irlnrediately ertier

1ar"ge

group iustruction is a way to

supplement the curriculunr r,r,hen teachirig trvo-dirlensional lessons, suclt
drawin-e or painting, to krncler'-uarteners.

as

A kindergarten Minnesota state standard

is fbr studeuts to be able to "identify the tools. nraterials

ar-rd

techniques fiom

a
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variety of two- arrd three-dirnensional rnedia such as drawing, printmaking,
ceramics or sculpture," ("Minnesota Academic Standards, Arts K-8," 2008).
When school budgets are tightened, a simple offering of free choice such as a

Play-Doh activity fulfills this standard. Buying clay, glaze and kiln could cost
thousands of dollars. Play-Doh, on the other hand, is significantly less expetrsive
and can be reused by students throughout the year. This medium also allows
students to experiment and practice the creation process multiple times,, rnaking
thenr more ea-qer to explore without fear of having a truly fmished product for

their peers to judge.
Finally, presenting an opportunity for students to voice their interests and
help shape the year's curriculum strengthens the relationship betweeu the students
and the teacher in the classroorn. The students need to have a voice in their

classroom in order to feel comfortable in exploring new ideas. Just as Marirta

Sotiropoulou-Zonnpala (2012) suggested, teachers need to leave space for the
teacher aud student to

fill in with their responses, expressing uew knowledge that

is original to the group that produced it (p.128). It is the children's education; let
thenr be a part of it.

Misbehaviors During Art Center
Katherine Douglas (200a) stated that art centers, or choice based art, ra,ill
decrease most negative beliaviors however; my research indicated that nesative

behaviors increased (p 50). One reason that negative behaviors increased during
art center activities was because the fieedom to rxove alound the room provided
the space for conflict to occur. Kinder-eartners often need an adult to nrodel the
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correct behaviors and help thern through any problem solving steps that are
required for the project. While the researcher observed, took field notes and
taught at the same time, provided the students with more fieedom to explore

socially during the class. They were able to morie around and talk with other
students and this gave me an opportunity as teacher observer to see lrow they

would behave with less teacher intervention during this tin-re while still properly
monitoring and disciplining them. The increased fi-eedonr to interact with peers
created situations where conflict could arise. Argunrents and

liitting were two of

the conflicts that developed between students. Earlier teacher intervention could
have thwarted these misbehaviors. However, afier those nrisbehaviors, the
students were able to resolve their conflict to,eether, rvith the guidance of tlreir
teacher. They were able to take responsibly for arguin-e or hitting another student,

apologizing and giving each other a hug to fully resolve it. Another exarrrple of
how students fixed their problerns with teacher guiclance w,as stating what they
did wrong, apologizing, and drawing the other student a picture of the two of
themselves iu a friendly way, playing outside, wlrich is increditrly powerful and

meaningful for the students.
Despite the increase in disruptive misbehaviors during art center-based
lessous, the rnajority of the participants indicated that they pref-erred art centers to

whole group instruction. As an educator, it surprisecl mc to hear that students
preferred the activity, when the noise increasecl, students disr-upted each other, and
students needed the most take-a-breaks. This type of environnlent creates

uncertaiuty, which can create a high level of anxrety tbl stlldents. When their
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anxiety goes up, their interest in class decreases and they become stressed. They
stop doing the activity, stafi crying or erupt and begin yelling. These factors add

to a stressful environment. A happy, stable class promotes a happy, stable student.
So, it was surprising to hear that despite the stressors that arose during art centers,

many of the participants chose art centers as their prefened instructional method.

Through analyzing the data and reflecting on nly own preconceived notions of
how this study was goin-{ to go I realized I must value and honor the students'
perspectives but provide lnore scaffolding for problerl solving during art center

activities. For example I woulcl teach how to asl< politely for art supplies and then
address how to be assertive when another student does not

asking for supplies.
increased, then

lf

follow the protocol for

the students enjoy the art centers more and engagement is

it is on the teacher to provide what the students

need.

I am not

only teaching them art but social nonns, problern solving skills, community
interactions and the ability to express their opinions appropriately.

lf "little

attention has been paid to the potential impacts of the single rninded academic
focus on childrerl's social and enrotional development," (Brouillette,20lA,p.22)
then it is n-ry duty as an eclucator to provide those opportunities to discover, build
and strengthen social skills.

While it didu't prove to be a deterrent for ntost students'productivity
durir-rg art center lessons, the increase in misbehaviors was

still cause for concem.

The prirnary reasou that I identifled for the increase was that the teacher was
unable to address behavior problenrs before they arose. The combination of

multiple activities and studerrts actively moving around the classroorr seemed to
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create a lot of conflict. Mirror misbehaviors, such as stickiu-{ out tongues, eye

rolling or quiet remarks, were not immediately caught by the teaclrer. While
minor, these actions should be thwarted early on so that they do not escalate.
During the time of this research, I was in my first year of teaching. The
skills and resources that increased throughout my next two years teaching would
have been beneficial prior to conducting this study. After rny first year of teaching

it becarne clear to nre that not only do students need to be ireld accolurtable for
their behaviors but I need to be held accountable as well. I ueeded to be held
accouutable for identifying triggers to larger rnisbehaviors and deescalatinq
be

haviors.

Behaviors During Large Group Instruction
Perhaps Alexxis said it best when she stated, "when the class does the
sanle thing that

l'm doing, they would

be better listeners." Her statcment

highlighted the positive behaviors and interactions between tlre stuclents that
occurued during large group instruction. Wren I talked with the participarits, I

lbund that nrost of therl preferred choice based activities. Upon reflection, I found
tlris surprising as I would have thought the rnisbehaviors would have been lr1ore
fiequent during whole group instruction due to lack of en-{ager-r-ient. Horvever, the
opposite was true. Engagement was very high and positive behavrors contrnued
throughout tlre instruction. This can be attributed to the fact that it is nruch easier
to rlonitor behaviors during whole group iustruction.

All of the students

are in the

sarre space. the activity is the same so the expectations are all the sanre. and
movenrent fr-om the sludents is limited. Small behaviors are noticed r.nore quickly
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and the instruction is teacher led. For example eye rolling from students and

poking are easily noticed and addressed.
Chris liked it when the class did the same thing, particularly painting,
because

it was something he did not have at home but was able to explore in the

art room. In a classroom that rotated every 50 minutes the classroom activity was

difficult due to set up and take down requirements. By the tirne the students had

a

n'rini-lesson and set up for the day, they had little time to paint. Chris's behaviors

during the large group activities were calm and highly engaged, regardless of the
activities. The classroorn envirouureut is more conducive to positive leaming and
behaviors when the noise levei is lou,er and all students are on task, which
happened during the whole grollp instruction.

The behaviors during this time included nrore positive behaviors than
negative behaviors such as shouting out or mnning arouud the rooffr. As an
educator I would think large group instruction would be the lrest way to service
rury students.

However, their ideas are inrportant to me and it is clear that art

centers are important to them. I think that

if

the instruction stayed centered around

large group instruction, the behaviors would shift and Iwould lose the student
engagement. One principle of creatjng interesting art is variety and to me, variety

is an important principle of teaching. "Educators nrust leanr and master a variety

of instructiorral rnethods aud regularly rotate thenr in delivering instruction"
(Sabol, 2013,p. 43). So while student behaviors varied fi'onr art centers to wliole
group instruction, there must also be variety in itrstruction. The opportunity to
explore is irlportant. Whole grolrp instrr"rction calr provide space for tl-re students
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to problem solve and nrodel behavior expectations. Positive behavior expectations

include: how to put away supplies; how to ask for help appropriately; and how to
develop reliance when problems occur either with academics or with peers.

The

Art of Happiness
Throughout the conversations and observations it became clear that the

students liked, evell loved, art. The positive emotional connection to the arts may

improve their enqagenrent in school., interactions with peers and relationship with
their teacher.
During their pre-kindergarten years, children spend a large proportion of
tlreir waking hours engaged in expressive activities such as drawing;
paiutin,u: n-rolding clay; singing; and pretending to be heroes, parents,
babies, llonsters, or animals

(Brouillette,20l0, p.

17).

It is clear that expressive activities, as listed above, connect to the sfudent's life
before enterin-9 kiuder-uarten. Those activities directly relate to the activities in the
art room, r'rot in the typical classroom. The conversations indicated a connection
between pref-erred activities in the art room and activities that students were able

to explore at lrome. This comection made it clear that art and exploring are not
novel ideas to these new to school students. The positive interactions with the art
materials outside of their school experience can provide a space to develop an
interest iri thc art roort-t. Art gives the students space to explore and f-eel
overarcltir:g irappiness. When schools cut art programs, it limits the children's
opportunities to explorc the arts.
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Art based education allows the leamer to achieve through uristakes, in

a

nonthreatening environrnent. From the beginning of tin're the arts have

provided a universal language that satisfies the hunger of our hearts to
proclaim who we are (Groves, 2003 , p. 192).
Growth through mistakes provides students with confidence, an enthusiasnr for
school, and perhaps the perseverance to continue their educational career despite
the obstacles outside of school such as homelessness or poverty.

Art is not

the

answer to all of our educational problems but it might be able to solrze at least one

of therl.
Recommendations

After reviewing the literature review and the findings, there are a number
of reconrnrendations for providin g art education for kindergarten students.
Included are recommendations for schools, parents and art education programs.

l.

Educational departments and schools around the nation need to address

their students' interests in the arts by providing art classes or irrtegrating
art into the curriculum.

2. Administrators should provide professional

development for teachers to

explore and extend their knowledge in art integration and various

instructional strategies to engage in the arts.

3.

School boards and parents should consider fundraising or lobbying
legislators to provide the capital to create or rnaintain an art progranr.
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4. Teachers should consider providin-e time for students to express their
opinions of their educational experience and modify their instruction
accordingly.

5.

Art teachers could include both art center activities and large group
instruction in their classrooms.

6.

Scholars and action-researchers should conduct follow up research into

how: funding for the arts impacts student's learning, students of all age's
views in art educatiou. and how life choices after school have been
impacted by their arts' education.

7.

Schools that employ art teachers rray also look into providing funding or

time to collaborate with a visiting artist. If the funds are not available for
an art teacher,

hiring

a

visiting artist can also benefit children's learning.

The purpose of the research was to exanrine methods of instruction in an
art teacher's classroom, specifically art centers and large group instruction, from

a

kindergarten students' perspective. Con-rbining both art centers and large group

instruction into my art classroom would benef-it my studeuts. Varying instruction
provides students opportunities to engage in art in difTerent ways.

Limitations
A limitation of this studir could be the age of the students. Kindergarten
students, whose ages range fronr flve years old to six years old, are developing

their speech, social skills and understanding

o1-

their world. As they are

developing those skills and icJeas, they change their mind a lot, they may not harre
deep insight into their thoughts aud usually clo not expancl on their thinking for
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long periods of tin-re. Their basic understanding of life is very djfferent frorn an

adult's understanding of life. The kindergartener student may understand life
through visual ureans and how certain activities make them feel but they do not

corrmunicate their understandings through lengthy portions of speech or writing.
They are still leaming the alphabet. This lirnitation was lessened because I also
relied on obsenrations as data collection method; which provided examples of
student understandin-rl during a lesson and the observations gave tremendous

insight to their behavior.

If I rvere to do this study again, I would, but not as a first year teacher.

I

think another lirr-ritation of the study was my inability to identify and ask higher
order questious, questions that require rrrore thinking on behalf of the student
answering. Managing behaviors rnight look very different for me as an
experienced teacher. As a first year teacher I was still developing strategies for
managing behavior. Now as an experienced teacher, I have developed and
rnaintained strate-gies for behaviors. Behaviors may not have had a role in my
researclr and perhaps I would have discovered richer data from the students

weren't in nry

if

I

raroy.

Tlre findings apply to new art teachers trying to provide the best

instruction f or kindergarten students. lt is also likely, that if kindergarten students
engage in art centers arid Iarge group instruction, otlrer grades would beirefit fi'om

both instructional strategies. Further research could include studies on how art is

tauglit ot-ttside of art centers and large group instruction. What other types of
instructional strategies or differentiation would be beneficial to kindergarten
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students in an art room setting? Another idea for research would be to compare

kindergarten sfudents'perspectives of art among students who have an art teacher
versus those who are taught by a visiting artist. Further research could also be
done by examining students' differing artistic views when a dedicated art class is

part of their daily routine as opposed to art being integrated directly into their
classroom. Lastly, the project could be based on the best questioning methods.
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Self-Reflection
The purpose of this chapter is to describe what I have learned personally
and how I impacted the research and how this

will impact

ffre as a teacher.

Personally and professionally conducting this action research project has
been a highlight of my professional educational career. In terms of growth and

self-reflection, the amount of knowledge I have gained is unmeasurable. To
provide additional background knowledge, let me tell you how I got into
education, what happer-red professionally during the course of the research, and,

lastly, how it has itlpacted try cut'rent practices.
To be perfectly candid, I initially entered graduate school for a Masters of

Arts in Education fbr two reasons. First. my Bachelor's Degree in Art was getting
me nowhere. I was forced to nrove back into n-ry parents' house and was working
a manual labor

Secondly,

job

or-rtside

of-my field that was barely paying my sfudent loans.

if I was in graduate school, my student loans would be deferred. I was

essentially buying tinre because n-ry fbur years of under-graduate studies did little
to provide opportunities to explore a carcer in the arts. It trecame evident that after

my first graduate course at Au-{sburg, art education was what I had been
searching for all long; what I was searching for wasn't just more schooling but a
place where I coulcl explorc nry passiou iu art aud education. During my time at

Augsburg, I got a 1ob at an elementary school as a para. I needed to discover and
leanr about elementary school aged childrcn and I had an opportunity to teach
kindergarten students about art ouce a r,veel<. After I completed the majority of rny
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courses, I received rny teaching license and was hired for an art teacher's position
at an urban elementary school teaching kindergarten through sixth grade students.

Over the course of rny first year of teaching, I would have never imaged
the anrount of work that I would need to do. The school where I began my career
had not had an ar-t teacher for seven years;

I was

a

first year teacher, building an

art program from the ground up. It was during this time that I discovered the
kindergarten curriculum had no directives on how to actually teach the rnaterial.

I

stru-{-{led daily to teach kindergartners; their misbehaviors increased and so did

tny stress. During this time I began the capstone classes that would lead to
selectiug and implementing my action research topic. I wanted to explore the
nrost

difficult part of my day, teaching kindergaftners. lt was an amazing

experience that taught me so much about what being a first year teacher and first
year researclter was like. Anxiety, uncertainty, tirne constraints and work was

overwltehning in both r egards. In both areas I experienced and accepted
discornfort in the unknown. Not lcrowing how my research would rurn out or

if

I

was evelr askiug the right questions was stressful on its own. Add to tlrat the grind

of developing aud implen'renting my curriculum, and I was at an all-time high for
stress. This affected lne on a

daily and weekly basis, as I made many rnistakes

both in tlie classroom as atr educator and in the classrootl as a student researcher.

Titne \vas a precions commodity, and it was not on my side, or at least it felt that

wtly Wlrile I u,as interviewing nry students, I learned to appreciate their views
and triecl to iricorporate student voice into my classroont ou a rrrore regular basis.
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It was powerful to observe the students despite the struggle of observing while
teaching.

I think my lack of experience in teaching impacted how the observations
and interviews were conducted. When I

initially interviewed the students, I let

answers end quickly or did not ask for elaboration.

My lack of experience in

teaching social modeling and problem solving escalated the nrisbehaviors that
occumed during the art centers. Now that I am in nry third year of teaching,

I

uuderstand the recorded interviews in a new light. Student responses needed

elaboration, simple statements like "tell n're rrore" or "\,hat do yoll mean when

you say..." could have really given me more insight into the questions they were
answering. Most of the confusion about tlreir aus\ /ers became clear later, when I
was lrlore relaxed and could see them more for who they are instead of inteniiews

I had to "get through." The sfudents that I interviewed are in the second grade and
their artistic abilities and comments are extraordinary. Professionally, I have
inrplemented alarge portion of my recorlmendations and have seen a positive

effect in my classroom! Kindergarten is not a f'eared grade level anymore but an
embraced one.

My school

has been able to fund nry pro-qrarr every single year,

and provide additional professional development for me wlren I have requested it,

specifically around art centers. I have rnet with classroorn teachers and developed
lessons to incorporate rnath and literacy into nry art uuits, and assisted with

incorporating art into their reading and rvriting

r-rnits.

At one point during this research, I thought I had completely failed. I was
unsure of rny abilities to be an educator and lost all hope of conrpletinu rny
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traster's degree. It did not mean anything to me to complete a master's in
education if I was failing as an educator; how bizarre is that? Luckily, I have the
tremendous support of my friends, family, coworkers and a boss that have
encouraged me to continue on. It is tl-rrough their unwavering support that

I found

resilience and continued forward in this strenuous process of action research and
the art educational field. My commitrnent to reflecting on and analyzing sfudent

work has become a regular erzent in my life. It has helped me grow personally and
professionally. Currently I am in the final year of review for tenure, a process that
has been under a trenrendous an-rount of national scrutiny. The results of the

review, esseutially determines nry crareer withrn my current district. At the end of
the year, after three formal observations I anr either awarded tenure and continue

my career at my currertt school or arr denied and left to find another.job.

Normally, observations are recorded by someone who is familiar with my work,,
usually rny principal. However. this year, perhaps the most crucial year, I will be
observed by one of

rly district's administrators. During

rny first observation, an

administrator watched rne teach a second grade lesson. The class that was
observed had ten sfudents who were a part of the kindergarten class that I
observed, taught and took field notes on three years ago. It was after that

observation that rny boss called me into her offlce and said "You did it. [My
observer] has been in the district for ovcr 20 years, been a specialist for a large

portiotr of that titne and rvas a principal fbr the flrst tin-re last year, guess what she
said? She said you were the best art teacher she has ever seen. That's my

girl!"
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This research has shown me that I was made to be an art teacher, a lifelong
leamer, aud that art is meant to be in all of our schools.
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